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Texas state's history and interesting facts
Every year on March 2 in one of the largest North American States held a big celebration after all, this
spring day in 1836, Texas oﬃcially separated from Mexico and became an independent state. Then
for almost a decade, the young Republic retains sovereignty, and only in 1845 tehastsy became US
citizens. Texas has an area three times higher than the United Kingdom and occupies 74% of the
entire United States and to the accession of Alaska and its share had reached 88%. If Texas once
again became a separate state it would rank about 40th place in the ranking of the largest mill just
behind Chile and Zambia and yet he more than any European country By population, Texas also gives
odds to all States except California and immediately followed by new York. According to the 2010
here ﬁt more than 25 million while in 1990 the people here were a lot less about 17 million.
Additionally, the Houston, the biggest local city is the fourth largest place in the country. The name of
the state is derived from the word Tejas that adverbs Indians hasinai means Ally or Friend. By the way
friendship is the oﬃcial slogan is the motto of this land. Unfortunately, all the Texas Indians including
hasinai were brutally exterminated during the colonization. Even in English Texas is a direct anagram
of Taxes. Is Texas like all other States their own nickname the lone star state that symbolizes the
struggle for freedom from Mexican rule and trying to build separate from the US state. The ﬂag state
respectively referred to as the ﬂag of the lonely star and his constituents are red white and blue
colors symbolize bravery, liberty and loyalty, respectively. Lived in years 1793-1836 Stephen fuller
Austin is considered the founder of the white Texas as with the father assisted in relocating to these
places for the ﬁrst three hundred families of white settlers. Popular in the state of expression of Six
ﬂags over Texas due to the fact that in diﬀerent periods of the province was part of a half-dozen
countries. From 1519 1821, was ﬂying the Spanish ﬂag next from 1685 to 1690, it was the ﬂag of
France, the third ﬂag was the Mexican trembled here from 1821 to 1836 it was replaced by the
national ﬂag ﬂuttered the Republic of Texas until 1845 and only a ﬁfth had become familiar to all star
USA ﬂag that ﬂies in Texas from 1845 to the present day. However in a brief period of secession of
1861-1865 when 11 southern States seceded from the United States in Texas, the waving of the
Confederate ﬂag which was the sixth banner of this extraordinary state. In addition to the ﬂag of
Texas there are other characters such as number of animals oﬃcially recognized as such Armadillo or
Armadillo and all of the diversity of the local ﬂora this honor was awarded
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